Abstract-Soft errors are transient errors that can alter the logic value of a register bit causing data corruption. They can be caused by radiation particles such as neutrons or alpha particles. Narrow values are commonly found in the data consumed or produced by processors. Several techniques have recently been proposed to exploit the unused bits in narrow values to protect them against soft errors. These techniques replicate the narrow value over the unused register bits such that errors can be detected when the value is duplicated and corrected when the value is tripled. In this letter, a technique that can correct errors when the narrow value is only duplicated is presented. The proposed approach stores a modified duplicate of the narrow value such that errors on the original value and the duplicate can be distinguished and therefore corrected. The scheme has been implemented at the circuit level to evaluate its speed and also at the architectural level to assess the benefits in correcting soft errors. The results show that the scheme is significantly faster than a parity check and can improve substantially the number of soft errors that are corrected compared to existing techniques.
INTRODUCTION
OFT errors are an important issue in modern computing systems [1] . They are caused when radiation affects the electronic components such as memories and processors. For terrestrial systems soft errors are mostly caused by neutrons from outer space or solar flare and alpha particles from radioactive impurities in the integrated circuits [9] . A soft error causes a transient error in a circuit node that changes its logical value. When the soft error affects a storage element such as a memory or a register file, its data is corrupted and the execution of the computing system from that point on may be incorrect [8] . A number of techniques have been developed over the years to mitigate soft errors [7] . These range from changes in the manufacturing process that prevent soft errors from occurring to system level redundancy schemes that detect and correct soft errors. It has been observed that a significant percentage of the values produced and consumed in modern processors are narrow and use only a fraction of the register bit-width [2] . This narrowness can be used to detect and correct soft errors as proposed in [3] , [4] , [5] . In those works duplication of the narrow value over the unused bits is proposed for error detection and replication three or more times for error correction. Also a bit was used to mark narrow values such that the processor can identify them and perform error detection or correction.
The main motivation to use replication and comparison is that it can be implemented with low delay and power consumption. More complex schemes such as parity check or Error Correction Codes (ECCs) require a substantially larger delay and power [4] . Low delay and power are critical in modern processors and therefore any soft error mitigation technique should have a small overhead in terms of delay and power. In this letter, Enhanced Duplication (ED), a technique that can correct single bit soft errors on narrow values that only use bits in the lower half of the registers is presented. This is a clear improvement over previous techniques that for duplication only provide error detection [4] , [5] . The proposed scheme is based on duplication but using a modified copy for the duplicate. This modification is similar to a convolution encoding [6] and ensures that single errors on the original copy and the duplicate can be distinguished and therefore correction can be performed by selecting the copy that is error free. The results show that Enhanced Duplication can be implemented with lower delay than parity check. The low delay combined with the error correction capability, make Enhanced Duplication an interesting option to protect register files in modern processors. The rest of the letter is organized as follows, on section 2 the proposed technique is described and analyzed. Then in section 3 the scheme is evaluated at the circuit level in terms of delay and at the architecture level in terms of the percentage of soft errors that are corrected using a software benchmark running on a processor simulator. Finally the conclusions are discussed in section 4.
ENHANCED DUPLICATION (ED)
The proposed technique is based on duplication such that the registers are organized in two halves and a bit that identifies narrow values is added. The proposed register organization is similar to that used in [4] and is illustrated in Figure 1 . When a narrow value is stored in the register, the Narrow Value Identifier Bit (NVIB) is set to one and the upper half bits are a modified version of the lower half. The modification is done by computing the xor of each bit and its adjacent bit to the left except for the upper most bit. For that bit the xor is done with the rightmost bit. This processing is illustrated in Figure 2 . The computation of the modified copy to be stored in the upper half requires only one level of xor gates and therefore can be implemented with low delay. When a value is read, if the NVIB is set to one error detection is performed. This is done by recomputing the upper bits based on the bits stored in the lower half and comparing with the bits the stored in the upper bits of the register. The process is illustrated in Figure 3 . It can be observed that in this case it involves one level of xor gates plus a comparison. Therefore the additional delay compared with normal duplication and comparison is only one xor gate. Once an error is detected, the error correction process is triggered. Assuming a single bit error, the half that has suffered the error can be identified by checking the number of differences between the stored upper half and the recomputed one. If there is only one difference, then the error occurred in the upper half, if there are two differences, then the error occurred in the lower half. If the error occurred in the upper half, the narrow value can be safely recovered from the lower half. However, if the error occurred in the lower part, the original data has to be recovered from the modified copy stored in the upper half. This can be done as follows, set the recovered L 1 to 0 and then compute the rest of the bits iteratively: L 2 = (L 1 ) xor (U 1 ); L 3 = (L 2 ) xor (U 2 ) and so on. If the value obtained for L differs with that stored in the register by one bit then the recovered L is the original data. If there are more differences, then set the recovered L 1 to 1 and apply the same procedure to recover the rest of the bits. If the value obtained for L differs with that stored in the register by one bit then the recovered L is the original data. The process described ensures that all single bit errors are corrected in the Enhanced Duplication technique. Obviously, the added delay for correction is much larger than for detection. However, this is not a major problem as soft errors are rare events and therefore in most cases the registers will be error-free. This means that the impact on the average delay will be low as noted in [11] where fast error detection followed by a slower error correction was proposed to protect caches. Soft errors can also affect the NVIB. When that bit had a value of one and the error flips it to zero the error will not be detected. When it had a value of zero and the error flips it to one, in most cases there will be many differences in the error detection process. Therefore the error can be identified as having affected the NVIB. One option to ensure error detection in all cases is to duplicate this bit. The use of the proposed technique is illustrated in Figure  4 for the case of an 8 bit register storing a 4 bit narrow value. In a) an example of a narrow value stored with the proposed technique is shown. Then in b) the case of an error in the upper half of the register is considered showing that it causes a single difference between the stored and recomputed versions of the modified duplicate. Therefore the error has occurred in the upper half and the narrow value is recovered from the lower half. In c) an error in the lower half is considered showing that it causes two differences between the stored and recomputed versions of the modified duplicate. Then the narrow value is recovered using the procedure described previously. From the analysis presented, it can be concluded that the proposed technique is able to correct all single errors affecting the register bits except the NVIB. The added latency is only one xor gate more than duplicate and compare. The area of the circuitry needed for implementation will be larger than for duplicate and compare or parity check mostly due to the error correction mechanism. However it will be small compared to the area of the register file having therefore a low overall impact on circuit area. 
EVALUATION
To evaluate the proposed Enhanced Duplication technique, it has been implemented. To minimize the impact on the processor performance, error detection is performed in parallel with the reading operation. This means that when an error is detected and corrected, the consumer has to access the corrected value again. To this end, the same mechanism as the one used for branch misprediction is used. Therefore no additional hardware is added to the pipeline for the removal of instructions. So, as the faulty value is read and used for execution, the error detection and correction circuitry performs error detection and signals the error if there is one. Meanwhile the dependent proceeds with the faulty value and is informed about the error when it concludes its execution. At this time the dependent that read the faulty value writes the error code inside the reorder buffer and all of the instructions that follow, including the dependent instruction that read the faulty value, are removed from the pipeline and refetched. This ensures that the correct value is used in the subsequent execution. Figure 5 shows the reading circuit used for enhanced duplication. The computation on the upper order bits (that hold the calculated information) and the lower order bits are done in parallel and are compared against each other. According to the comparison results, the control logic decides if there is an error on the stored values and selects the correct version of the value to be written back to the storage space through a multiplexer activated by a generated valid signal. The writing logic of the enhanced duplication is as simple as one level of xor gates connected in parallel. Therefore the delay overhead of the proposed scheme is as low as the delay of a single XOR gate. This delay is critical as the additional information has to be written inside the storage space at the same time with the actual data. The error detection and correction logic used for enhanced duplication is more complicated than the information encoding logic. It consists of serially connected XOR gates as shown on the left side of Figure 6 . For 32-bit data, the computation logic has the delay of 32 XOR gates which is a large delay overhead. In order to overcome this issue, we propose to partition the stored data into 4-bit elements. Each 4-bit partition is calculated separately upon the writing of the data and is also computed separately with a delay of 4 XOR gates connected in series. This way the number of control logic and the comparators is increased but the number of input bits to these blocks is decreased. With this partitioning method it is also possible to correct multiple bit errors if the faults occur on different partitions. This means that for a 64 bit register, 8 partitions of 4 bits are used to compute the modified copy and therefore up to 8 errors can be corrected if they occur one in each partition. In order to estimate the delay overhead of the proposed enhanced duplication scheme we used the Cadence design tools with the 90nm UMC manufacturing technology files. The delay results are shown in Table 1 . As it is shown in the table, the generation of the parity bit information takes significantly longer time than the generation of the redundant information required for enhanced duplication. The correction delay for the enhanced duplication is the required time for the circuit to generate the correct value at its output while the detection delay is the required time for the circuit to generate the error signal in Figure 5 . The circuit area required to implement Enhanced Duplication was 22% larger than that of an ECC that can also correct one error. However as, mentioned before the impact on the overall area of the register file will be much small smaller. Enhanced Duplication requires the presence of narrow values to be effective. In order to get an accurate idea of the value widths inside contemporary applications we used the MSIM [10] processor simulator along with the SPEC 2006 benchmark suite programs. Figure 6 shows the cumulative percentage of value widths stored inside the register file for each SPEC 2006 benchmark program. As the graph figure reveals most of the values stored inside the register file can be represented with 34 or fewer bits. If the enhanced duplication is used with a 32-bit narrow value definition, it is possible to fit all the redundant information inside the available storage space for the register file of a 64-bit processor (except for the NVIB bit). If the enhanced duplication is implemented for 34-bits, a total of 68 bits of storage space is needed to hold addional information. In this case an addional storage space of 4-bits is required to implement enhanced duplication. Figure 8 shows the percent reduction of soft error Architectural Vulnerability Factor (AVF) when enhanced duplication is used with 34-bit and 32-bit narrow value definitons. As the figure reveals, on the average across all benchmarks, it is possible to reduce the vulnerability of the register file by more than 65% for 32 bit narrow values. The reduction goes up to more than 95% when a 4-bit information overhead is used so that 34 narrow values can be supported.
CONCLUSIONS
In this letter, Enhanced Duplication, a new technique to correct soft errors in narrow values has been presented and evaluated both at the circuit and at the architectural level. At the circuit level, the results show that Enhanced Duplication can be implemented with a lower latency than a parity check and enables the correction of soft errors that affect a single bit. At the architectural level, it has been shown that due to the large percentage of narrow values in common applications, Enhanced Duplication can provide significant reductions in the Architectural Vulnerability Factor of the processor register file. 
